
MINUTES OF THE 2010 G.H.T.F.A. 

YEAR END MEETING 
Held on Tuesday, November 2, 2010 

 
Meeting opened at 7:00 pm 

 

In Attendance: Frank Bolla, Rick Little, Brad McNamara, Dave Nelson, Terry Roberts, 

Sean Seaton („C‟), Tony Spagnoli 

 

Absent: Bill Fournier, Geoff McVinnie („B‟), Byron Young („A‟) 

 

Field and Scheduling Issues 

 

 Tony Spagnoli explained the current field requirements based on the expected 

2011 schedule.  

 The 2011 schedule is posted on the GHTFA website, based on a 24 team 

Association, 3 leagues of 8 teams each. 

 GHTFA will be going to an online registration format. All teams will be required 

to register on-line prior to the 2011 Annual General Meeting (AGM). 

 Dave Nelson expressed some concern over how the GHTFA will handle anything 

over 24 teams should new teams come forward at the 2011 AGM. 

 Rick Little commented on the need to get more referees in the GHTFA referee 

pool who don‟t also play. Scheduling around player/referee games has been 

difficult. 

 Tony Spagnoli is to submit requests for fields to the City for the 2011 season by 

Thursday Nov 11. 

 Tony also commented that all teams must request tournament dates off when 

registering their team on-line if they do not want league games scheduled on the 

tournament dates. 

 Brad McNamara and Dave Nelson will be finalizing the online registration form 

and the on-line player roster forms over the next few weeks. 

 Rick Little stated that the Masters league will start on the last week of August in 

2011. 

 

2010 League Issues 

 

 Sean Seaton expressed concern over QB issues in the C League. Currently it is 

difficult to identify if a QB is eligible to play in the C league due to their caliber 

of play in other leagues. C League rules state that QB‟s playing in a higher caliber 

league, within or outside of the GHTFA, are not permitted to QB in the C League. 

Dave Nelson stated that the new on-line registration form will have players 

identify all other teams they play for, this will allow C teams at the AGM to make 

informed decisions over who is, or isn‟t, eligible to play in the GHTFA C League. 



 Sean Seaton will be rewriting articles 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 of the GHTFA 

constitution to be in line with current GHTFA policies regarding player 

registration and eligibility. Sean will also be explaining the roster form 

requirements at the 2011 AGM. 

 

Referee Assignments 

 

 Concerns around finding enough qualified referees to support GHTFA league 

games are still prevalent. 

 Rick Little suggested that Hall of Fame members who are no longer actively 

playing may be good candidates for referees. 

 Dave Nelson commented that it will be necessary to run a Level I referee clinic in 

2011 to ensure that all teams, new and returning, can be compliant with 

constitutional referee requirements. 

 All teams are to be reminded to identify any requirements they have for referee 

upgrades to Level II and III. 

 Referee costs are still a large component of the GHTFA expenses, it is hoped that 

greater use of GHTFA referees will help reduce costs. 

 Sean Seaton expressed concerns around the current web format for finding and 

identifying team referee assignments. Brad McNamara stated that part of the 

problem was the mix-up in field assignments at the beginning of the year. All 

referee assignments are posted on the website. All teams must ensure they check 

the website for their team assignments. 

 Sean Seaton commented that the fines for missed referee assignments versus 

referee constitutional referee commitments are disproportionate. The following 

constitutional amendment will be submitted for the 2011 AGM: 

Fines 

11.?  $125 

11.?.1 Teams failing to supply referees when assigned (assessed       

against the offending team). 

11.?.2 Late arrival, specifically after the 1
st
 quarter of game play, 

of a referee assignment (assessed against the offending 

team). The exception to this being a late arrival due to a 

player/referee travelling from one field to another for their 

assignment, however travel time must be reasonable given 

field proximities. 

 

Website Update 

 

 Sean expressed concerns that the GHTFA “Enter Game Results” hyperlink needs 

to be more prevalent on the website. Brad McNamara made changes to the 

website so that it is now easier to access. 

 Brad McNamara stated that the website must now be used for submitting all game 

results. The website ensures accurate posting and eliminates manual overhead. 

 Sean Seaton suggested that the website be changed to have larger fonts on the 

“links” area. Brad McNamara to investigate the ramifications of this change. 



 Website will be updated with 2011 Bolla Bowl information. 

 Dave Nelson also commented that the GHTFA will now be running the Bolla 

Bowl. 

 Brad McNamara suggested the website be used to sell advertisement space. The 

championship banner that runs down the middle of the page will be replaced with 

an advertisement banner. This will require a degree of management and rules 

around acceptable advertisement content.  

 Suggestion was made to have six ads on the banner with special ad space 

available on select pages. Advertising space will be sold by calendar periods, each 

4 months in duration, 2 periods being “on-season” (April – November) and one 

“off-season” (December – March). Space will be available at $50/ad on-season 

and $25/ad off-season. Team pages will still be able to display their sponsor ads at 

no cost. Revenues received due to advertisement will be used to offset GHTFA 

costs. 

 Brad McNamara will set pricing and draft rules. 

 Sean Seaton will supply the legal parameters. 

 

Team Movement and Rosters 

 

 2010 teams were ranked according to their league and playoff standings in 

preparation for the 2011 season. Rankings (without consideration of respective 

leagues) are: 

1. Balls Deep 

2. Fox 40 

3. Running Rebels 

4. Hard Knocks 

5. Flying Pigs 

6. Mandingos 

7. Bandits 

8. Spartans 

9. Slow Fat White Guys 

10. Steelers 

11. Renegades 

12. Eco Smart 

13. Longhorns 

14. Mavericks 

15. Broncos 

16. Offenders 

17. Assassins 

18. Jack Daniels 

19. Eagles 

20. Pie Rats 

21. Beavers 

22. J.T. Pluckers 

23. Wild Cats 



 Teams have been ranked for the 2011 season, as shown above. Team movement 

between leagues will be determined at the 2011 AGM after all new team 

presentations have been made. As per constitutional requirements, teams 

identified for movement to another league will have the ability to contest any 

movement at the 2011 AGM. 

 

Other Business 

 

 Teams must continue to deal with league presidents for all issues.  

 

Meeting adjourned at 10:30 pm 


